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1. Introduction – about our group
Thank you so much for offering to volunteer for North Town Community Support.
North Town Community Support is a group for residents of North Town in Taunton.
We came together in mid-March in response to the Coronavirus crisis of Spring 2020.
We knew that some members of our community - those who found themselves
housebound, self-isolating, shielding or otherwise vulnerable - would need practical
help and support to get through the crisis. A network of local volunteers - all North
Town residents - was set up to provide free support to anyone in need. Crises come
and go. Who knows what will follow Coronavirus. Our intention is to provide a
reliable source of help when it is needed for anyone in our neighbourhood - not just
in times of extraordinary crisis but at all times. Everyone faces challenges at some
point in their life - no one should have to face them alone. As a neighbourhood we
want to look out for each other.
This is a map of North Town, the area we cover:

We have ended up also helping a number of people who live just outside the North
Town boundary – for instance we pick up and deliver prescriptions from Boots French
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Weir to people across the town and we have people in neighbouring wards who
asked for our help.
We work collaboratively with other local groups under the Coronavirus Community
Help Taunton umbrella, with Spark Somerset and the Somerset Community and
Village Agents.

Who runs the Group?
The group is run by our Coordinating team and we have a WhatsApp group too to
help us plan ahead, exchange ideas and to feed into decisions. For referrals for help
contact either Caroline or Ann in the first instance. To join the WhatsApp Group
contact one of the team – they will need your mobile phone number and you will
need to download the app onto your phone. Karuna sets up Zoom meetings for us as
well to come together and share experiences. The team is:
 Cllr. Caroline Ellis
Tel: 07473 119425 (mob) or 01823 618904 (home)
Email: Caroline@northtowncommunitysupport.com
Weir Lodge, 83 Staplegrove Road TA1 1DN.
 Ann Shorthouse
Tel: 07970 327028
Email: Ann.Shorthouse@gmail.com
 Jenny Eastwell-Keogh
Tel: 07503 308404
Email: jenny@gocreate.org.uk
 Karuna Tharmananthar(Designated Safeguarding Officer)
Tel: 07975 862127
Email: karunat@btinternet.com
 Leo Roche
Tel: 07976 528107
Email: elsiefang@aol.com
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How do I become a Volunteer?
You need to: Read and digest this document thoroughly and get back to Caroline with any
queries.
 Fill in our volunteering form which gathers key information and asks you to
confirm that you have read and agree to abide by our Guidelines and Policies.
And return said form to us.
 Send us a photo so we can issue with electronic ID and a lanyard.
 If you have WhatsApp and we have your mobile number we can add you to
that group which is where we mostly discuss things.
 Await deployment!!!

How does the help service work?
We receive requests for help through via a number of routes:





To the coordinators by phone or email.
Via google docs.
Via the Whats App group
Via Facebook – either our group or the main Taunton group.
Referrals from Somerset Community and Village Agents and neighbouring
groups.

For prescription requests Caroline logs who wants what picking up from which
pharmacy when and this gets added to the prescription collect/deliver rota. 8 of us
are currently on the prescription rota. We pick up Monday – Sat. On weekdays we do
a morning run and an afternoon run. Last minute requests often come in. We always
fulfil requests as soon as humanly possible once they are in and the pharmacy is
open.
Where it appears that a resident may need ongoing help – e.g. a weekly grocery shop
or daily dog walking we allocate a specific volunteer so that you can build up a
relationship and there is continuity.
At other times we may get one-off help requests in and we will either allocate a
volunteer or we will put a call out on our WhatsApp group.
If a request comes to you, please either Caroline or Ann know
You have a choice whether to accept tasks and can stop being a volunteer at any
time.
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When you accept a task we will provide you with contact details and a brief. If we
have masks and hand sanitiser/gloves available we will make sure you are provided
with these unless you would rather just use your own existing resources.
At the moment we have no capacity to pay volunteers expenses – however if you are
on a low income and can’t afford to pay up front for someone’s shopping, for
example, we can figure out how to enable you (talk to Caroline).
We welcome your input and ideas about how we do things and how we can improve
for the future. We set the group up super fast and are learning as we go along.

More information about the Group
Link to our Facebook group ‘North Town Coronavirus Community Help Taunton’:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/236079540862125/
To read our constitution and policies on Data Protection/Privacy, Equality, Health and
Safety, Safeguarding please visit our website:
www.northtowncommunitysupport.com
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2. General Guidelines to Observe
PLEASE NOTE:
 Volunteers need to be aged 18 or over. If you are under 18 you can still help
but you can’t take responsibility for any of the things covered in this document.
Ask Caroline what things you can help the group with.
 Government guidance says you can only provide support to people who are in
isolation if you fulfil ALL of the following conditions: you are well and have no
symptoms like a cough or high temperature and nobody in your household
does; you are under 70 years old; you are not pregnant; and you do not have
any long-term health conditions that make you vulnerable to coronavirus.

 Volunteers need to work within the current Government and NHS/Public
Health England guidance on staying safe during Coronavirus.
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus In summary this means:
o Limiting contact with other people outside your household and otherwise
being aware of and adhering to lockdown rules.
o Keeping safe distance from others when you go out (keep 2 metres apart
when possible).
o Using a mask or other nose/mouth covering (eg scarf) when out if you
are in a situation where social distancing is not possible or
o Washing hands often using soap and water and dry thoroughly
o Where available, using hand sanitiser outside your home, especially as
you enter a building and after you have had contact with any surfaces.
 Do not volunteer for anything outside the home if you or a close household
member has corona symptoms or some other infectious illness or if you have
an underlying health condition that makes you particularly vulnerable and at
risk - don’t worry about letting someone down, another volunteer can step in;
if you feel well enough there may be admin tasks or phone calls you can help
with.
 It is vital to respect and maintain the confidentiality and privacy of all those we
are helping and to treat everyone with dignity and respect. We do not gather
sensitive information about people and their personal information needs to be
kept secure and only held by those who need to know – i.e. the relevant
volunteer and co-ordinator. We don’t make value judgements about those we
support, we are here to support anyone who needs help and to give them
greater control over their own lives.
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 It feels great to be able to help others but if you are taking other people’s










circumstances to heart and feeling low or emotional DO seek help, don’t bottle
it up.
Every little helps but you can’t do everything, ensure you have the time to look
after yourself and your own family.
Don’t accept a task if you don’t feel 100% comfortable with it and yes it’s ok to
change your mind and stop being a volunteer - we have other volunteers to
pick things up. Please notify a Co-ordinator though as soon as you think you
may not be able to fulfil a task or carry on supporting a resident so we can
ensure there is a seamless transition and the resident isn’t left wondering what
will happen.
You should NOT take your children with you on volunteering missions unless
unavoidable. Older children (teens) have helped with carrying shopping and
newsletter distribution – that’s fine if supervised by you.
If you have any problem at all (have an accident, someone doesn’t reimburse
you, a cheque bounces, you have a concern about someone’s safety etc) come
straight back to the Coordinators to let us know and get advice and support.
Volunteers are encouraged to raise any concerns about the safety of the
person they are delivering support to with our Designated Safeguarding
Officer, Karuna who can decide whether it is appropriate to refer safeguarding
concerns to other agencies, notably Somerset County Council Adult Social Care
(0300 123 2224).
Do have a read of the policies on our website – Caroline can email you a copy
and provide hard copies.
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3. Guidelines for specific tasks
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A.

Guidelines for Collecting & Delivering Prescriptions

Before you set off….






Ensure you wear your NTCS lanyard.
Take a mask or other face covering with you in case needed.
Wash your hands (thereafter avoid touching your mouth, nose, eyes etc.)
Take a bag with you to put the medication in.
Make sure you have the contact details (name, address, phone number)of the
patient(s) you are collecting for – Caroline will message you with these
beforehand including any notes, special instructions.
 Be aware of opening and closing times: for French Weir Pharmacy these are
currently 8.30am-1pm and 2-6pm weekdays; 9-1pm Saturday.

At the Pharmacy…
 People queue outside at 2m intervals. You most likely won’t need to go inside
the building (pharmacists have been signing the back for us). Join the queue.
 Give the pharmacist the name and address of the 1st person you are collecting
for (sometimes we pick up for couples in which case give both names), then
stand aside (2m away from other people) and wait for them to bring it out.
They pop it on top of a box on the wall and step back- they then ask you to
state the address and postcode, then you come forward and get it. Don’t open
any packets, put in straight into your bag. The pharmacist may ask for your
name – please tell them and show them your lanyard.
 Check the name and address on the label matches the one you have been
given.
 If your notes said’ multiple items will be heavy’ and they only bring out a tiny
paper bag, ask them to check for anything else. Sometimes parts of an order
may not be ready/may need reordering to be picked up another day (feed that
back to Caroline later)
 Note: Most people we are picking up for are over 60 so no prescription charge
payable, Caroline will tell you if someone has a different kind of exemption or if
they have to pay. (We have been paying the prescription charge and then
getting reimbursed on delivery by the recipient – see next page)
 If you are just picking up meds to one address, proceed to next section.
Sometimes we pick up for more than one address (depends how many
volunteers available); when they come out with the first prescription say
“thankyou I also need to collect for Mrs Bloggs at x address”. A couple of the
pharmacists get a bit funny about us collecting more than one prescription at a
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time. They want us to pick up one, deliver then come back for the next. Not
always feasible. However Mike Charlton,Boots Regional Pharmacy Manager,
says we can safely collect prescriptions for up to 3 different bods at a time if
need be, so please inform them of that! Don’t get into an argument if
pharmacist digs heels in though, Caroline will take it up with managers.

Delivering the medication
 Please go to the patient’s house straight away with their medication. If one
person has something which needs to be kept in the fridge, and another doesn’t
please deliver the fridge one first.
 On arrival at the house, pop the prescription on the doorstep, ensure your
mask is on, ring the doorbell and withdraw to a distance of 2 metres (3 steps
min). When the door is answered say the person’s name and that you have
brought their prescription.
 If no reply at the door please ring their phone number. Under no
circumstances leave the prescription outside a door no one has answered or
post it through letterbox – we need to make sure it goes straight into the
hands of the patient. If no reply at all ring Caroline who will most likely advise
you to bring it to her and she will try the person later.

And finally – please feedback promptly
Having delivered the prescription(s) please let Caroline know via text or whatsapp
message or messenger that everything went ok and relay any info like ‘Sheila’s
wasn’t ready, the said try again Friday’.

Other things to bear in mind
• Occasionally you may be told ‘this has already been picked up’ – e.g. someone
asked someone else to fetch and didn’t let us know. This happens occasionally.
Don’t get cross, there’s no point – people make mistakes. What you do need to
do (or get Caro to) is check back with the resident that they do in fact have
their prescription.
 Another problem we have had occasionally is that the system has sent the
patient’s meds to a different pharmacy!!! If the pharmacy has no record of a
prescription coming in for someone and/or say ‘ not on our books’ we will
need to get the patient to check back with their GP where the prescription has
gone!
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• On rare occasion of resident not being entitled to free prescription please pay
(unless resident and pharmacy have something in place where they can pay
over phone or whatever), get receipt, photograph receipt for own records and
ask resident to reimburse ideally electronically (bank transfer or pay pal – you
will need to give details) but realistically given many older, more likely cheque.
Explain we need to avoid cash but if all they have is cash ask them to stick it in
a ziplock bag or similar and then wash coins and disinfect bank notes later.
• Don’t give any advice re doses – that info should be on the medicine packet.
 Occasionally people haven’t clocked this is a free service and say ‘oh can I give
you some money towards petrol’ or similar. Politely say no – if they are really
super desperate to make a donation to NTCS they can, get details off me, but
we are NOT soliciting donations!
Note: if you are picking up prescription that needs delivering a fair way away and
have no wheels, let Caroline know then get it to her at Weir Lodge (next door to
pharmacy) and she will make sure it gets to the patient pronto x

Picking up from other Pharmacies
MORRISONS Priory Bridge Road TA1 1DS; tel: 351598
Opening hours: weekdays 9am-8pm; Saturday 8am-6pm; Sundays 1-4PM. NOTE they
have been closing for an hour at lunchtime 1-2pm.
No need to join supermarket shopping queue if you are just going to pick up meds –
talk to a security guard at the front to let you go in. Queue at pharmacy counter.
BOOTS ST JAMES MEDICAL CENTRE St James Medical Centre, Coal Orchard TA1 1JP,
Tel: 251683.
Opening Hours: weekdays 8.30am-5.30pm (think they are closed for lunch 1-2pm to
Fri. Sat 8.30am-12pm.
There is a queuing system outside but you do end up inside the pharmacy itself.
BOOTS HIGH STREET 64-65 High Street TA1 3PT, Tel: 276061
Opening Hours: need to check
Go inside the store – pharmacy is towards back of store. Queuing system.
SUPERDRUG 1-10 Paul Street TA1 3PF, Tel: 322894
Check opening hours, they have been shutting for lunch 1-23pm
Go inside the store – pharmacy is towards back of store. Queuing system.
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Staplegrove Pharmacy Tel: 01823 274049 . Address: Unit 1 Livingstone Way,
Staplegrove, Taunton, Somerset, TA2 6BD. Email:
staplegrovepharmacy@hotmail.com
. Need check opening times.
CROWN MEDICAL CENTRE Boots at Crown Medical Centre, Venture Way TA2 8QY
01823 337888
Need check opening hours.
There is a queuing system outside but you do end up inside the pharmacy itself.
Need wheels to get to this one, I won’t allocate pick up from here to anyone I know
doesn’t drive/have wheels.
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B. Guidelines for Dog Walking
This is quite a big responsibility so only do if you feel really confident about it.
Do NOT walk someone else’s dog if you are feeling unwell in any way.
Do NOT walk your dog at the same time as someone else’s.
Note: dogs cannot get or directly transmit Coronavirus nor is there any evidence that
companion animals can spread it to people BUT there is always possibility that
someone asymptomatic with the virus could leave it on the dog e.g. when petting or
if droplets from cough or sneeze end up on dog’s fur, lead and then another human
could theoretically potentially pick it up from that.
Beforehand you will need to check with the dog’s human companion re the
following: Name of doggie, age, speyed or entire (if female and entire double check if in
season or not) any health issues you need to be aware of.
 What time of day doggie needs walking and for how long.
 Decide with owner whether to use one of their leads or your own (SEE BELOW
please re safety).
 Usual haunts – best place to walk.
 If raining and particularly muddy would they prefer walk on path around a park
or can they cope with mud-soaked hound.
 Keep doggie on the lead!
 Anything they are scared of or particularly reactive to
 Treats ok or no treats? Probably not a good idea to be handling treats at all.
Don’t forget POO BAGS and to pick up and put all poop in designated bins.
SAFETY GUIDELINES FOR DOG WALKING
 DO NOT WALK SOMEONE’S DOG IF YOU ARE FEELING UNWELL.
 LEAD: the lead you use should, if possible, not be same as owner’s. Any lead –
whether your own spare one or owners’ needs DISINFECTING before and after
use.
 DOG COLLECTION: the issue here is minimising contact between yourself and
the owner to avoid possible transmission. If owner has secure front garden,
doggie could be let out there once you are in situ (ring owner to say you are
there), otherwise if they know you are right outside they could let dog out and
you grab lead or they could tie end of lead around front door knob or handle
for you to grab that way.
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 Wash hands thoroughly for 20 seconds just before you go out (then avoid
touching face etc with your hands) and again when you get back home. If you
are lucky enough to have a mini hand sanitizer and/or a face mask take it with
you.
 Minimise your physical contact with doggie. No over-petting, cuddling or
kissing doggie.
 When you are out and about keep safe distance away from other dog walkers
and their charges – 2 metres minimum.
 On return again you need to effect a safe dog drop off minimising contact – so
leave dog in a secure front garden, tie lead to door handle, ring owner to say
dog safely returned, stand back and check doggie safely retrieved. Any lead
used needs disinfecting – so if owners lead please advise them of that.
How to disinfect a dog lead? Soak in hot water with disinfectant for 30 mins, rinse,
hang up to dry.
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C.

Fetching Shopping/Groceries

NOTE:
**Under no circumstances should you take CASH or any form of payment off a
resident in advance of doing their shopping.
**Under no circumstances should you take resident’s debit or credit card or details
thereof.
** Remember to keep 2m minimum distance from anyone you are shopping for and
in stores similarly try to keep safe distance from other shoppers.
** Wear a mask inside shops and make use of the disinfectant sprays for trolleys and
baskets (where available) and hand gel at entrances.
Be prepared for long queues in supermarkets and not being able to find everything
resident may have asked for.
That noted, follow these steps:
1. Check you have all contact details for the resident - phone number and
address.
2. Get in touch with them to arrange things and check when they need your help.
3. Do this:a. Get shopping list from resident either electronically, over phone or,
failing that, on paper.
b. Check which is preferred supermarket or grocery store.
c. Check if resident or any family member has specific dietary needs e.g.
needs to avoid wheat, gluten, dairy or eggs or nuts and/or if they are
vegan or vegetarian.
d. Check you can read all things on list, ask for clarification eg if peeps
bothered about brands etc
e. Agree what to do about substitutions and what to do if store has run out
of specific item ( options would be: try find nearby store - keep an eye
out and drop it another time)
f. Agree how you will take payment POST shop - so cheque, pay pal or
bank transfer. If resident only has cash it needs to go in a bag and just
don’t touch it. Coins can be washed later– notes maybe spray with
disinfectant.
g. Explain you will give resident receipt on return then they can reimburse
you using their preferred method.
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h. Check where exactly to leave shopping and agree how to let them know
it is there (ring door or phone)
i. Let resident know it is recommended they wash any items they can once
delivered.
4. Wash your hands thoroughly with soap for at least 20 secs (avoid touching
face, hair etc thereafter) and go shopping. If by car am afraid you are expected
to cover own petrol costs. Public transport is a no-no but this is not that
relevant to North Town. (If you need shopping trolley – ask Caroline or Ann to
borrow one)
5. Bring shopping back to resident promptly with receipt (photograph the receipt
on your phone for own records before popping it in bag with shopping). Leave
it outside in agreed place and let resident know it’s there.
6. Once resident has confirmed receipt of shopping and either you have been
reimbursed or agreed for that to be done later via bank transfer or whatever it
is, go home and wash your hands thoroughly.
DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES GO INTO THE HOME OF SOMEONE WHO IS
SELF-ISOLATING BECAUSE THEY ARE ILL OR ARE AT HIGH RISK FROM CORONAVIRUS.
If a resident says they will need help unpacking shopping contact a coordinator and
we will deal with that having sought advice about heightened protection we would
need.

Problem? E.g
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃
⁃

Argh I can’t find x and y anywhere but resident really needs it
resident didn’t have money I need reimbursing
Resident said would do bank transfer but hasn’t
Don’t want to do shopping again
Got another concern?

In any of these scenarios talk to Caroline
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D. Friendly phone call
If we get a request for a friendly phone call we will try to match with appropriate
volunteers. If we think resident is facing high level of distress we will only match with
someone we know has a lot of relevant experience.
A friendly phone call is just that – introduce yourself, ask how they are doing, let
them talk and try to be a good listener.
Some quick do’s
 Make/arrange the call for when you have no distractions.
 Have pen and paper to hand in case they ask you about some practical help
they want from us.
Some quick don’ts: Don’t interrupt
 Don’t judge
 Don’t offer medical advice. Refer to trusted sources eg
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/
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E.

Delivering Newsletters

In mid March we popped a flyer through every door in North Town to let everyone
know about our support services and how to contact us. At the beginning of May we
produced our first newsletter and we may need to do future flyer/leaflet/newsletter
drops.
Caroline has a list of volunteers linked to streets in North Town. She will let people
know if a new drop needs to be done and check people are ok to do designated
streets etc. Leaflets/newsletters will be popped through your door at an agreed time
and we will give you an indication of how soon they need to go out.
Please just recycle any spares and let Caroline know when you have distributed to
your allotted streets.
These are our safety guidelines for everyone distributing leaflets to ensure that as far
as possible we are not exposing people to the virus and putting anyone at more
harm.
 Do not leaflet if you are unwell at all, even if you’re only experiencing mild
symptoms.
 Leaflets will be stored in smaller piles within ziplock bags – that’s how they will
be stored when we give them to you, leave them in those bags.
 Listen to social distancing guidelines and don’t leaflet in large groups. When
leafleting in small groups, avoid physical contacts or exchanging resources.
 Disinfect your front door handles, keys, and anything else which you will touch
as you leave the house.
 Make sure to wash your hands well before starting leafleting and use hand
sanitiser if you are able to at regular intervals.
** We sometimes have disposable vinyl gloves we can give you but hand
sanitiser is probably better.
 Only one person should handle leaflets from each ziplocked pack, putting them
directly from the bag through the door for each house and minimising contact
as far as possible.
 Take a mask (or something to cover your nose and mouth) with you in case
 Make sure to wash your hands after you are finished too.
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F.

Posting letters

Simple precautions to take if posting letters or packages for people.
 Wash your hands thoroughly before setting out.
 Avoid physical contact with person you are collecting mail from – arrange for
them to post it out of their letterbox or leave in safe place outside house.
 Wash hands when you get home.
 If you are taking a parcel to the post office for posting cheque with the resident
if they want it to go first class or second class or special delivery/signed for etc,
pay any cost, ask for a receipt and seek reimbursement by resident later once
you can provide receipt. Agree in advance how they will reimburse you.
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G.

Delivering Hot Meals

At the time of writing we have just started to help other community services get hot
meals to clients in the community. This has involved picking up the meal from the
provider and taking to the recipient at an agreed time. The relevant coordinator will
give you the contact details you need. Precautions to take: Wash your hands thoroughly before setting out.
 I would take a mask (or wear a scarf to cover nose and mouth) with you in case
and some hand sanitiser (to counter any potential transfer of virus from
you/your car to the thing the meal is in).
 Avoid physical contact with the person you are collecting from and the person
you are delivering to.
 Check with the person who is providing the meal what to do with any
bag/packaging the meal comes in (e.g keep the outer bag/box to return the
next time).
 On arrival at recipient’s home ring/buzz them to let them know their meal has
arrived. Pop it on doorstep and stand back 2 metres and check they take safe
receipt of it.
 Wash hands when you get home.
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4. Miscellaneous useful stuff to know!
 The question we are most commonly asked at the moment is: “When are you
stopping? Will you be carrying on?” The answer to that is we are not stopping.
We are here to provide support through this pandemic and beyond.
 On our website www.northtowncommunitysupport.com you can find a list of
local services including health services and local food delivery services. There is
also a briefing on how people can get food boxes. Anything on our website can
be provided to anyone who needs it in hard copy (or a.n.other accessible copy)
just contact Caroline with a request.
 If you meet a resident who needs a fabric face mask please let Caroline know –
a lovely woman who lives in North Town is making them for us non-stop for
free!
 If someone’s pet is sick but they are self-isolating or ill we are advised that ALL
vets will give help to owners with sick animals over the phone. Medication can
be posted out or the practice may be able to deliver. It is possible to take
animals to the vets if you are well but they have special procedures in place to
combat risk of COVID-19 transmission. For example at Priory Close Vets you
arrange an appointment and then go round the back and wait in the carpark,
ringing them to let you know your baby has arrived. The vet comes out and
collects your fur/feather baby and takes them inside, then they come back
outside and tell you about diagnosis and treatment/meds needed.
 We have a bank account with Starling in case we decide to apply for funding in
future and also to be somewhere to hold random donations while we decide
how best to spend them on developing our support services and in case of
anyone needing emergency aid to buy food etc. So if anyone is desperate to
make a donation the account details are as follows: North Town Community
Support. Sort Code: 608371. Account Number: 66158452
This draft prepared by Caroline Ellis 17th June 2020.
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